
 

 
 

March/April 2020 Issue – Editorial Brief 
 
Meat, vegetables and fruit 
 
The low-carb keto diet has consistently gained popularity in 2019 and that looks set to continue into 
2020. Flexitarianism and veganism are also still on the rise. How are these lifestyle trends impacting 
sales of both meat and vegetables in the frozen sector?  
 
What are the trends and flavours that will drive the market in 2020? 
 
The 2019 Michelin Guide featured many small, independent restaurants, often in rural locations, 
cooking for less than twenty seats. A shortage of well-trained chefs, coupled with increasingly high 
levels of investment needed to open big restaurants, means this style of restaurant is likely to 
become more common. What are the benefits of frozen meat, veg and fruit for this type of 
restaurant? 
 
When Whole Foods released their top 10 food trend predictions for 2020, sustainable farming and 
regenerative agriculture was number one. How is your business embracing sustainability? 
 
What packaging solutions is the sector looking at as consumers increasingly demand alternatives to 
plastic? 
 
Frozen meat 
Brits have expressed anxiety about meat provenance post-Brexit. How will the frozen sector respond 
to consumer concerns? 
 
2019 saw more plant-based protein sources than ever before. Will the frozen meat sector respond 
with new meat alternatives, by promoting the benefits of the real thing, or by capitalising on 
‘flexitarian’ lifestyles? 
 
Frozen veg 
In 2020, blue spirulina and butterfly peas, and purple corn, broccoli, basil, and potatoes will gain 
popularity. How can the frozen veg sector tap into ‘Instagrammable’ food? 
 
'Record-breaking' sign-ups were predicted for Veganuary in 2020 and it’s been suggested that 
approximately 2.9 million people will follow a vegan diet by the end of 2020. How is your business 
capitalising on the growing vegan trend? 
 
Frozen fruit 
Consumers are moving away from sugary, caffeine-laden drinks and opting for healthy alternatives. 
Can frozen fruit compete with these trends in the face of growing concerns about sugar 
consumption?  
 
How can frozen fruit make life easier for caterers? Is there a big opportunity in foodservice, or do 
consumers prefer to ‘eat fresh’ when eating out of home? 
 
Deadline for submissions: 3rd February 2020 
Contact: bulletineditorial@bfff.co.uk 
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